NEW FROM CAPCOM USA

THE OFFICIAL TURBO STREET FIGHTER II CHAMPION EDITION™: ROM UPGRADE KIT

What is the "TURBO" upgrade kit?

The TURBO ROM UPGRADE KIT is a software enhancement for your SFII Champion Edition. The kit includes replacement ROMS and a hot new TURBO Marquee that is sure to grab the players attention.

The New TURBO ROM KIT will improve your current Champion Edition as follows:

FASTER GAME PLAY: The on screen action is speeded up to push even the best the players abilities to the limit while still being 100% playable.

NEW SECRETS: Players love secret moves and TURBO delivers plenty! Just check out the reaction when players discover Chun Li’s secrets!

IMPROVED GAME PLAY: Also included in the TURBO ROMS, is a special improved version of Champion Edition. The overall game play has been refined to equalize the abilities of all twelve characters.

ULTIMATE PLAYER SATISFACTION: Street Fighter Players demand intense competition, fair game play and nonstop action, the TURBO ROM KIT enhances all of these elements to max out your customers enjoyment.

BENEFITS TO THE OPERATOR

LOW COST: The Capcom TURBO ROM KIT includes new software enhancement ROMS and the hot new TURBO SFII Champion Edition Marquee all for an extremely low price.

INCREASED EARNINGS: Attracts additional revenue.

WARRANTY SAFE: The Official Turbo Street Fighter II Champion Edition Kit will not void your existing Capcom Warranty.

QUALITY: The TURBO ROM KIT, created by the original designers of Street Fighter II, assuring you the same high quality that makes the Street Fighter series so successful. You can install the TURBO ROM KIT with confidence knowing that it is a Capcom produced product.

FOR MORE DETAILS, CONTACT YOUR CAPCOM DISTRIBUTOR.
READ ME FIRST
Failure to be properly grounded may cause failure to the P.C.B. and components.

UPGRADING AND INSTALLING TURBO EPROMS

These instructions are to be used for the installation and the removal of the original CAPCOM EPROMS from your Street Fighter II Champion "B" PCB.

1. Turn off the Power and unplug the extension cord.
2. You will need the following tools to remove and install the components from the P.C.B.:
   * One Flat head screw driver or equivalent device.
   * One Phillips head screw driver size # 2.
3. Ground yourself when removing the P.C.B. from the upright or wherever the P.C.B. is being removed.
4. Remove the PCB from the cabinet by unscrewing the four feet with the phillips screw driver. The personnel should be grounded with a strap or be in constant contact with the upright at all times.
5. Place the PCB on a flat conductive mat that is wired properly to ground.
6. Carefully remove EPROMS 21, 22, and 23 with the flat head screw driver. **Figure A. DO NOT BEND THE LEGS OR SCRATCH THE PCB.** This may cause damage to the board.
7. Remove the components from the Turbo Kit and observe the polarity of the components before inserting the components into the designated sockets. For example, U21 from the kit and pin #1 will be located on the left side of the PCB. All personnel should be grounded when replacing the electronic components.
8. Install the PCB into the upright. Confirm that the game is the Turbo Version by confirming the following on the video:
   1. After the RAM check, the Street Fighter II title should appear as "Street Fighter II 27".
   2. Following the Warning Information, the opening demo will play showing the Street Fighter II’ logo with its new colors, yellow and purple gradation. The Title screen will then appear with the sub-title, "HYPERFIGHTING", flashing underneath the SFII logo.
   3. The above information should assure that the EPROMS have been properly installed.

**Figure A**